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Great shows and amazing educational oppourtunities have this year packed for Pomona Chapter. Everything from new
classes at the shows, new year end awards and new educational events could make this one of the best years yet!!

Burning up the summer…
Our members have been

busy this summer! We had an
amazing number not only
showing at our shows but at also
the new Regional Adult Amateur
Championships at LAEC!! The
Pomona Chapter members were
everywhere at the RAAC in
almost every level and also there
volunteering and supporting this
new Championships that CDS
has created.

The L judges program
continues to run flawlessly due to
the never-ending efforts of
Christie Cooper. And those
dedicated members who continue
to show up as Demonstration
riders that make the program
possible!

This year at LAEC there
was a benefit event for Breast
Cancer called Dressage Goes
Pink. Due to the chapters
continued success the board
voted to purchase a table and

ELECTIONS!
It is that time of year again and as a Pomona Chapter member you get to
pick your leaders for next year! Those few brave souls who will run the
shows, organize clinics, hold raffels and continue to come up with new and
inspired ways to make the coming year better than the last. We call them
BOARD MEMBERS.  If you would like to be put on the ballot or know
someone who would drop an email to Amy Miller and let her know you
would like to be considered! So keep your eyes peeled for the ballots
coming into your mail box soon.

Raffle off seats to anyone who
had volunteered for the chapter
this year. Those who went said it
was a blast!!

Last but not least was the
amazing job our juniors did in
representing the chapter at the
CDS Southern Junior
Championships! Read all about
their experiences and ribbons
inside!
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Editor’s Corner

“Amazing members….”

I am constantly astounded at the number of truly
dedicated and amazing members we have in this chapter. In our
one group we have everything from members who are winning
championships and flying up the levels to members who are
trying to figure out what this whole crazy sport is about and
catching any chance they have to learn more about it off the
horse or on.

As a chapter we encompass so many aspects of Dressage
and the support we receive and give to those around us
continues to amaze me. It makes me glad to be a member of a
group that supports continuing education like the L program,
supports our Juniors, and supports our volunteers by opening
more doors for them since they help make all our activities
possible.

Erin
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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

    If you have something you would like to
share with the Chapter about yourself, your
horse or some other equestrian related
experience, we invite you to submit your story
to the newsletter editor for inclusion in one of
our upcoming issues.  Submissions may be
edited and will be reviewed by the Board and
editor for suitability.  Letters to the
Editor/Board are also encouraged.

Send your submissions via email to
erinvall@gmail.com
or by regular post  to

   Free Rein c/o  Erin Vallarino
1700 Grevelia St  #C

South Pasadena, CA, 91030

2008 Board Members

Amy Miller _ Chapter Chair
626.827.2506
slm5142@aol.com

Stephanie Bennett _ Education Chair
909.652.0371
info@barnsidelabs.com

Jennifer Mulgrew _ Show Committee
909.458.1171
stoneyfetish@hotmail.com

Mylene Chow _ Secretary
714.985.0366
chowboyz@pacbell.net

Peggy Hosking _ Logistics Chair
951.258.7178
hoslaw@sbcglobal.net

Erin Vallarino _ Newsletter Editor
951.532.4342
erinvall@gmail.com

Christie Cooper _ Sponsorship Chair
562.682.1677
ccooper@nutroproducts.com

Heather Neely _ Treasurer
714.638.1507
heather.neely@sce.com

Tiffany Kell Brinton _ Jr & Yr Coordinator
714.528.6036
TeamTKell@aol.com

Maria Michaelson _ Award & Banquet Chair
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Gerhard Poltiz Junior/Young Rider Clinic

By Lauren Palmquist

I recently participated in a clinic with the
junior riders of Pomona Chapter with the
legendary Gerhard Politz. With his excellent
understanding of horses he was able to give us
all pointers on the reasons of our horses
misbehaviors, along with how to enhance their
performance in the arena. I personally enjoyed
the lunge seat lesson that Tiffany elected me to
participate in. It was the first chance I had to
experience something like that and thoroughly
enjoyed it. For the first time I was really able to
feel the horse’s rhythm through my seat without
my hands interfering it's movement in some way.
When he had me close my eyes it brought me to
a whole new world of horses and motion. I
cannot think of a more beneficial way to have
spent that day than in the arena.

By Brianne Kaak
Over the past year our Pomona Chapter

youth team has been working hard to raise
money to support our juniors. We've spent many
hours collecting sponsorships and preparing and
selling lunches and snacks at the horse shows.
Thanks to all of our hard work we were able to
participate in an all day clinic with Gerhard
Politz.

This clinic was on August 10th. The first
thing on the agenda was an hour semi private
lesson with Gerhard. During the lesson he put a
huge emphasis on making sure we knew our
basics such as having a forward walk and correct
20m circles, we all found that we were not as
accurate as we thought we were when he marked
out the points of the circles with cones. I learned
so much from him and by the end I wasn't
walking "like I was in a funeral procession" as he
put it. After the lessons we had a delicious bbq
lunch. And after that Gerhard gave us a lunge
demonstration. He showed us how to effectively
lunge the young horse and exercises for a rider
during lunge lesson. It was really interesting to
see how effective lunging can be when
performed safely and correctly. To finish off the
day we went inside for a little cool air and a
DVD presentation. Gerhard showed us pictures
of horses, some with good conformation and
some with bad, and told how they relate and
effect dressage horses. It was surprising to see
how some horses change from gangly 2 year old
into extravagant Grand Prix horses. Overall the
day was very informative and fun!

By Olivia Jones

I loved the Gerhard clinic because he
challenged me to be the best rider that I could
be. At first he came off as harsh but later I
realized that when he was not joking that this
was how he forced me to try harder. After one
clinic with him I was able to get my horses more
forward and responsive to my leg as well as the
best circles I had made ever. Mr. Gerhard even
showed us the proper way to lunge horses of any
age and how to have a good lunge lesson. After
all of the riders were finished he had prepared a
presentation on good form of the horse and
human. Overall the clinic was exceptionally fun
and educational.
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Gerhard Poltiz Junior/Young Rider Clinic

By Tiffany Kell Brinton
Sunday August 10th the Pomona Chapter Youth Team sponsored a clinic featuring Gerhard Politz

at Hillcrest Equestrian Center in Chino Hills. Even though Gerhard has semi retired and has severely cut
back on his available clinic time, he graciously gave the girls a full day clinic (half price as his donation to
the juniors.) The day included semi private one hour lessons (two girls to a lesson), a lunging
demonstration of the young horse, a lunging demonstration of mounted exercises and a slide show
presentation on the importance of correct conformation for performance horses.

Gerhard brings to his clinics an extensive resume of experience, coupled with the gift of teaching
and entertaining. He methodically began each lesson underscoring how important the horse's medium
walk is both to the training of their horses and the scores in their dressage tests. Not a lesson went by that
Gerhard didn't make a reference to how slow the riders allowed their horses to amble about. "This is not a
funeral procession," he proclaimed.

Gerhard is also a master at both teaching and explaining proper equitation. He instilled the
importance of posture, suppleness in the ankles and legs. He kept after the girls to have steady hands and
following arms.

Gerhard used simple exercises on the twenty-meter circle and lots of work in various forms of leg
yields to emphasize, obedience and proper control of both the outside and inside aids.

Kaylee Cribbs rode her gelding Rolls Roy and said that she "learned how to achieve a round and
through-his-back horse by flexion instead of over bending his neck. I learned how NOT to try to round
my horse by wagging Rawlie's head back and forth. I also was able to get one of the best walks out of
Rawlie I think I've ever had during a clinic."

There were nine girls total, Kaylee Cribbs, Emma Haas, Julissa Hoogeveen, Olivia Jones, Sara
Fuentes, Haley Buckingham, Brianne Kaak, Lauren Palmquist and newcomer Erin McKechnie.

'Caspian', a three-year-old draft cross gelding owned by junior rider Alexa Wrench, was elected as
the lunging horse. Gerhard showed the girls the proper equipment and technique when it comes to lunging
a young horse. Gerhard demonstrated how to get and keep a young horse's attention while on the lunge.
He then showed his mastery of the lunge by getting Caspian to pick up his left lead on the first try, the
lead Caspian often struggles with. After only about twenty minuets, Caspian went around soft over his
back, stretching to the bit and relatively balanced for a youngster.

Lauren Palmquist was chosen as the rider for the mounted lunge lesson. She rode Wendy West's
gelding Devon. In the heat of the day she rose to the occasion and gracefully carried out all the exercises
Gerhard asked of her. She proved to be a strong balanced rider, able to ride without reins or stirrups and
with her eyes closed.

Gerhard, riders, parents and spectators enjoyed a BBQ potluck lunch under the trees as a mid day
break. All the girls came away from the day jazzed and inspired ready to work on their own new
techniques, or maybe not so new, but somehow Gerhard has a magical way of driving those basic
concepts home, making them sound new and fun.

Everyone has asked to have Gerhard back next year. We hope he can fit the juniors back into his
schedule. He truly is a gift to the sport and an inspiration to the young up and coming riders.
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Calendar of Events
2008

September 20-21, 2008
Judging Full Tests in each level
Sandy Howard
Santa Barbara, CA

September 21, 2008
Ride Your Test Clinic
Melonie Kessler
W Farms, Chino Hills, CA

September 26-28, 2008
DASC Championships
Earl Warren Show Grounds
Santa Barbara, CA

October 9-12, 2008
CDS Annual Show
USDF Regional Championships
Los Angeles Equestrian Center
Burbank, CA

October 19, 2008
All Hallows Eve Dressage Show
(CDS Recognized)
Maverick Ridge Riders Arena
West Covina, CA
Judges: Mary Grace Davidson (S) •

             Kristi Wysocki (R)

PROUD SPONSOR OF CDS POMONA CHAPTER

November 15-16, 2008
Willy Arts Clinic
Yucapia, CA

 

NOVEMBER 23, 2008   5:00PM
Pomona Chapter Awards Banquet
CoCo Palms Resturant
Pomona, CA

 

Febuary 2009
Rider Biomechanics Clinic
Sandy Howard
Date and Location TBA
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YOUTH DRESSAGE TEAM

Rhiannon Yard on HMS Murphy’s Law

Julissa Hoogeveen on HMS Murphy’s Law

CDS Junior Young Rider Championships
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By Tiffany Kell Brinton

Once again Diana Muavez did a great job running a smooth, fun, very organized junior
championships. Piggy backing on Cool August Nights seems to work quite nicely.

This was the second annual showing of the Pomona Chapter Dressage Divas and pink was seen
more than ever this year. Girls who participated last year showed up wearing last year's pink to support
our girls and new comers showed up in new pink to cheer the girls on.

This year’s team consisted of eight riders, Kathryn Mayo, Stacia Arnold, Lauren Palmquist,
Julissa Hoogeveen, Olivia Jones, Brianne Kaak, Melody Hicks and Haley Buckingham. Pony clubber
Katlin Sally from San Louis Obispo stalled with the girls and represented the first level championship
team.

None of the
girls were new
comers this year.
Melody Hicks our
oldest veteran, said
this was her seventh
year at the junior
championship show
with only one more to
go as she turns 21 at
the end of this year.
She has ridden four
different horses over
the years and never
tires of training and
showing new
projects.

Aside from just having a great time, the girls made a strong showing this year representing the
champion training level, 'Bling It On', first level, second level, 'Second To None' and the third level,
'Trinity League', teams this year... a clean sweep I'd say for the girls.

In the equitation division the Pomona Chapter girls won all three divisions. Julissa Hoogeveen
won the, 13and under training level class, Lauren Palmquist won the 14 and over training level class and
Melody Hicks won the first level and above class. For the second year in a row Melody was the highest
scoring equitation rider. This year she rode a young horse, 'Nathaniel's Quest', owned by Carmela
Bozulich, who she had just started working with last winter.

Julissa Hoogeveen took the top honors in the champion class as well with a Reserve
Championship in the 13 under training level division, she rode Marcia Meyada's shire gelding 'Murphy's
Law' as her own gelding had to be laid up this year from tendon surgery.

I think the best part was watching the girls participate in the written part of the team test as they
had met new friends and didn't want to end their social/education event.
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The dressage divas choose their
own team colors and make all their
own signs and decorate their team
shirts and saddle pads. I'm not sure
there is enough glitter and rhinestones
in the world to satisfy their need for
bling. There were even Dressage Diva
horses a wash in glitter for honors
rounds. The girls look forward to
another year, more rhinestones and
more new divas for next year's clinics
and championship show.

By Olivia Jones
This year the JR/YR championships were the best

ever. Our team was supportive and fun and we bonded over
everything from burritos to injuries. Another plus this year
was that we managed to place first in every team
competition we were in. Championships is normally a very
stressful time but this year we were all very relaxed and
happy which of course resulted in relaxed and happy horses.
I was very glad to have had the opportunity to participate in
this year’s team and for everyone to have such a great time!

By Brianne Kaak
The Pomona Chapter dressage divas have been looking forward to

the southern California dressage championships since last year's huge
success. It is always our most exciting event and this year was no exception.
We walk around the showground's with pride strutting our blinged flamingo
pink team shirts and hats. It was so much fun to be part of such a great team
with such supportive people. The atmosphere around our barn was very positive and encouraging. All of
our members made sure to watch everyone else's rides. Before entering my test I must have gotten over 20
good lucks from our team and their families it felt great to have a bigger audience than any other team. On
Saturday night my horse came down with an abcess and I was unable to compete. Now usually that would
be a very discouraging event, but thanks to all the support and success from the other riders I was able to
end the weekend full of pride and happiness.
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A Special Thanks To Our 2008 Sponsors

From the Dressage Divas Pomona Chapter Youth Team

The Dressage Divas would also like to Thank all those who helped them have a very green year!
In 2008 the girls turned in $500.00 worth of plastic bottles and cans!!!

Anna Beal The Jones Family The Brinton Family
The Chow Family The Walker Family Stacie Fittock Stables

Crossfire Farms

Doug Buckingham, Solar Services Vincent Meyada
Jones Family Rebecca Maffei
Brintech Motorsports Jerry & Ramona Shanklund
Ted Southern Alec Hull
Daryl Sedig, Sedig Masonry Paul Fuentes
Arcadia Periodontics Luna Tunes
Adriane Acosta DDS Weaver Electric
Aurthur & Oralee Shanks Steven & Deb Shanks
Highland Riders

And a big thanks to some generous sponsors who wish to remain anonymous
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Gayle Smith
Dressage Clinic

Call for Next Date

USDF Bronze & Silver Medalist, Gayle Smith, will offer a clinic
At Azure Farms in Norco, CA

Beginning through FEI, all breeds welcomed and encouraged.

$60 per ride
Auditors Free

By Reservation Only
Please call 951 354 0103 or 951 258 7178

for more information
Gayle qualified 5 horses for 2007 Championships (DASC, CDS, CDS HOY, USDF, USDF HOY & USEF) and is a
demonstration rider for the Young Horse Symposium to be held 11/3&4/2007.  She has consistently qualified
horses for USDF Horse of the Year and was ranked 6th in the US in 1993 as Fourth Level Amateur Owner.  She
was the Cornerstone Champion – Open Division Training Level – 2007, Cornerstone Champion – Open Division,
2nd Level in 1999 and Cornerstone Champion – Open Division, Training Level – 2005.  She was also Ranked 1st in
US on a American Morgan Horse Association, was the USA American Trakehner Futurity Reserve Champion –
2000, the Jane Jackson Scholarship, the Cal Bred Futurity – 5th in – 2002, the CDS – Pomona Chapter, High Score
Dutch Warmblood Year End Award – 2005, the Diana Preisco Mink Award recipient – 1998.

Not to be outdone, several of Gayle’s students have also been successful in the show ring.  This year, several
students & horses qualified for DASC, CDS & USDF Championships and her student won the Dover Adult
Amateur Medal – 2007, another won the Junior Young Rider CDS Championship 1st Level & qualified for USDF
Junior Young Rider Championships 1st Level – 2006.

Gayle Smith on Phoebe
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2008 CDS Regional Adult Amateur Championships
 

By Jennifer Mulgrew

I really enjoyed participating in the first RAAC.   Being an amateur it can be
intimidating just to compete alongside the pros at most shows.  The special thing about
RAAC is that it is for us amateurs only! I definitely plan on competing at many RAAC’s
in the future! I really enjoyed participating in the first RAAC.   Being an amateur it can be
intimidating just to compete alongside the pros at most shows.  The special thing about
RAAC is that it is for us amateurs only! I definitely plan on competing at many RAAC’s
in the future!

Below are just a few of the chapter members that participated.

Peggy Hosking won the First Level Novice Divison Jennifer Mulgrew placed Third on her horse Chexmate DF
On her horse Pheobe

Jill Shirley placed 6th in the first level novice division on her horse Fenian
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 2008 Sponsorship Pa ckage s

*All Sponsorships will receive a link from our website to yours!!

Partner                                                                                                                                                    
_ page ad in every Free Rein Newsletter.

Recognition on the Award Winning Pomona Chapter website.
$250

Junior Supporter
This special fund will go directly towards the Juniors who belong to the Pomona Chapter.

This will help defray costs of clinics and championship show expenses.
Receive all the benefits of the Partner.

In addition your (business) name/logo will be placed on all ribbons for one show of your pick and you will be
upgraded to a FULL PAGE AD!

This is limited to the first 5 businesses.
$500

Contributor
1/2 page ad in every Free Rein Newsletter.

 Choose to advertise your business with 4 different ads in each newsletter.
Recognition on the Award Winning Pomona Chapter.

 Provide a banner for your business and we will place it up at all of our shows.
We will place your literature/coupons/samples in exhibitor packets at all shows.

$1000

Champion
Full page ad in every Free Rein Newsletter.

Choose to advertise your business with 4 different ads in each newsletter.
 Recognition on the Award Winning Pomona Chapter.

 Provide a banner for your business  and we will place it up at all of our shows.
We will place your literature/coupons/samples in exhibitor packets at all shows.

Vendor booths available at each show.
$2000
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Chapter News
Behind the Show Scenes

By Peggy Hosking

In August, I sat in for our show secretary, Diana Muravez.  Although she did all the heavy lifting
and prepared all the schedules and entries, I got a first hand look behind the scenes into the show
secretary’s job.  First, I have to say that we are VERY fortunate to be able to hire our excellent show
secretaries, Diana Muravez and Danielle Lee.  It makes running a show that much smoother and easier on
the volunteers who organize the show.  I have a whole new appreciation for the entry process now.  What
I never realized before is just how much preparation is needed before the show, and it all turns on the
entries.  Here is what happens behind the scenes:

Entry Forms are received and manually entered into Fox Village software;
All membership numbers are verified for accuracy;
All signatures are verified;
Payment is verified;
Special requests are noted (more on this later);

Then the scheduling begins.  Unless there is a specific request for a ride out of order, which may
only go earlier and not later than the rest of the class, the Secretary begins scheduling the classes.  Our
secretaries generally try to put each horse/rider combination in each ring so that you don’t end up with 2
scores from the same judge.  They do this because you must have a certain number of scores before a
certain number of judges to qualify for championships and other awards.  Also, riding before more than
one judge gives you more feedback about your performance and, if you find that Judge A didn’t give you
the scores you thought you deserved, you have a chance to ride with Judge B.  These show secretaries are
VERY thoughtful.

Once the scheduling is complete, it is e-mailed to the competitors and/or posted online.  Next, the
secretary makes a packet for each judge.  The Judge’s packet contains the schedule, a test for each ride
(color coded), in the order on the schedule and, hopefully, one spare of each test, just in case it is needed.
Next, she prepares the score sheet, noting which riders are riding out of order.  Then a package is prepared
for the announcer.  This package will often contain anecdotal information about the horse or rider (breed,
age, color, height, bloodlines) so that the announcer can make the show a little more interesting for those
showing as well as those attending.  Next, packages are prepared for the ring stewards.  Finally, extra day
sheets are prepared for competitors.

Remember that I mentioned “special requests” earlier?  Our show secretaries are really
phenomenal about taking your special requests into consideration.  If you are hauling in with a friend and
don’t want to keep her at the show all day while waiting for your ride, make a note on your entry form
that you are hauling together and would like to ride as close to one another as possible.  If our secretaries
can accommodate this request, they will.  If you are a trainer with several clients at the show, you might
request that you ride out of order so that you can prepare your clients.  Not all shows will accommodate
this request, but we try to do so at Pomona Chapter.  However, it is much easier to accommodate these
special requests if they are made BEFORE scheduling occurs.  If you want to stable with a friend or
trainer, please indicate this on the entry form.  These requests are reasonable and “accommodate-able” if
made before scheduling.

If, on the other hand, you wait until the schedule is published, then it is much more difficult to
make changes because all of the above work has to be re-done.  If something comes up after you send in
your entry, e-mail or call the secretary rather than waiting until the morning of the show – many times
they will still be able to make changes.  And, other competitors have already seen the schedule and may
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be making their plans based on the schedule.  So, now you also see why we charge a $35 fee to make a
change after the closing date.

With regard to scratches, it is common place and the policy of Pomona Chapter, that scratches
after the closing date will not receive a refund of entries.  This seemed very harsh to me initially.  But
then I realized that dressage shows can only accommodate a limited number of riders.  So, if I scratch
after the closing date, the show may not be able to fill my ride time with someone else.  This means that
the show has reserved a spot for me in anticipation of receiving my entry fees.  If I don’t show, they can’t
replace my entry fees which are needed to pay for the facility, judges, show secretary, EMT, ribbons,
prizes, printing, etc.

On a final note, we have a request from our secretaries.  Please, please, please print your entries
clearly and include all of your membership cards!  No one likes to mis-spell a horse or rider’s name.  But
the show secretary is the one who is blamed when the name on the schedule (or read by the announcer)
does not match the real name of the horse or rider.

Thank you for your help making the show entry and scheduling process just a little easier!

Mrs. Pastures
Cookies For Horses
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Chapter News

Voluenteering
By Clarissa Winslow

Hi, my name is Clarissa Winslow, and I'm a member of this chapter and having
been volunteering this past year and attended the pink dressage event in Burbank.

I'm a 44 yr. old married Mom of two kids, horses, dogs, turtles, cats and started in
horses about 6 yrs. ago because my special needs daughter, Denise we adopted at birth
that eventually couldn't walk, so I tried hippo therapy.  She learned to walk and run by
riding a horse (which we still have, a QH named Bentley Roo).  Denise also had reactive
attention disorder (where the adoptive child has a hard time showing emotion and
bonding with the adoptive Mom because the birth mother didn't want the child) so I
thought that eventually that riding would be a good bridge for my daughter and I to bond
over.

I love volunteering because I get to meet women of all ages and backgrounds and
levels of training that truly enjoy what they do, and share with a novice like me.  I love
watching the riders and horses and try to pick up tips that I can use along my journey of
training.  I've mostly volunteered as a scribe, which has helped me tremendously!!!  I've
also helped in being a runner for the scores and helping with tearing down after the
show.

I was thrilled to have won a raffle to go to Burbank!!  The ladies at the table were
very nice and full of energy!  They answered  (probably very basic) questions for me as
we all marveled over the performances!  I'm also a silent-auction-aholic, and won several
large and wonderful items!  The food was great, the show was spell binding and the girls
were fun to be with.

So, I don't know if this helps or hurts, but here it finally is...thanks, Clarissa Winslow
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Chapter News

Show Results

The show results from the July Stepping into Summer Show and the August Midsummers Day

Dressage show are posted on the website www.cdspomonachapter.org .  These shows conclude our 2008

season for yearend awards and we begin qualifying for 2009 on October 19th.

Show Updates

The premiums for all up coming shows in 2008 and 2009 will be posted on the
Pomona Chapter Website. In 2009 postcard reminders of the show dates will be sent out at
the beginning of the year. After that the premiums will be available on the website. The
board has voted to do this in order to cut down on wasted paper and the cost of mailing
premiums to chapter members.

More exciting updates, all the 2009 Pomona Chapter Shows will be recognized by
the Dressage Association of Southern California (DASC). Due to the overwhelming
response from the members the board voted to have all shows in the upcoming year
recognized by DASC in-order to give the members more opportunities at qualifying for
different championships. You will still have to pay the $1 recording fee for your scores to
count towards DASC but this will be offered at all 2009 shows the chapter hosts.

This year we implemented a new piece to the show called the team challenge. It
costs $10 a rider and each team has 3-4 riders. Before you show you decide which test you
want to count towards the team. Once everyone has ridden we take each teams top 3
scores, average them together and the highest average wins the team challenge. The
enthusiasm and excitement for this part of the show seems to have dwindled from the
beginning. Due to the lack of interest the board is considering stopping the team challenge
after the October show.
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Reading Tests

By Peggy Hosking

Most shows allow test readers, but did you know there are a few rules that go
along with reading a test?  No, the reader doesn’t get  a score for volume, enunciation or

even pronunciation!  But, the reader can cause the rider
to be eliminated! A reader cannot coach or give any
direction to the rider.  For example, if you see the rider
going off course, you can’t repeat the instructions – or
you may get the rider eliminated and you will surely irk
the judge!  No over emphasizing certain words, no
deviating from the printed test instructions, no pointing.
Generally, it is considered bad form (and even poor
sportsmanship) to stand between two courts to read a
test as it is distracting to the rider in the other arena.
Often, it is a good idea for the reader to take a step or

two back from the court whenever a horse will be passing close to the reader.

Some shows have “local rules” regarding WHERE a reader may stand.  Usually,
these rules are based on safety concerns inherent with the facility.  For example, Ridge
Rider’s Arena accommodates 2 courts side by side with hardly an inch to spare. The
courts are then surrounded by a tall wooden fence with rails fairly close together.  Often,
there is less than 18” between the court and the wooden fencing.  By now, you should be
feeling a little claustrophobic!  In other words, there isn’t much room to get out of the way
of a panicked or spooky horse if you should find yourself in the path of a wayward hoof.
The inside of the arena where the two courts meet isn’t a much better location.  The two
courts are often only 3’ or so apart.  Not only is a reader in the center quite distracting to
the rider in the other court (and the judge), but the reader’s back is turned to the opposite
court and the unlucky reader may never see an exuberant buck or kick before he or she
makes contact with the offending hoof.

In an effort to make sure we all enjoy the shows
safely, the board has decided that no readers will be
allowed inside the Ridge Rider’s Arena.  Readers can call
the test from just outside the wooden fence while standing at
“E” or “B”, respectively.  It is still a good idea for the reader to
take a step back whenever a horse will pass directly in front
of the reader – as long as doing so will not spook the horse.
Thank you for your assistance in keeping all of our
participants safe to ride another day!

Chapter News
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Voluenteer Hours

Super Volunteers!
4 or more hours completed

A Round of Applause to the following VIPs!

Christie Cooper
Kathy Dodson
Kathy Doyel
Lori Effinger
Cheryl English
Gail Fernandez
Stephanie Field
Steve Foley
Susan Foley
Wendy Furie
Joanne Gentry-Ebert
Karsen Graves
Eric Grimm
Emma Haas

Nancy Haas
Julie Haefner
Lori Hayden
Donna Herndon
Dhana Holck
Jennifer Holck
Julissa Hoogeveen
Peggy Hosking
Janet R Jones
Olivia Jones
Brianne Kaak
Suzette Kallen
Lauren Wetzel
Cindy Allen Lapp

Cathy Lindfors
Maria Michaelson
Amy Miller
Jennifer R Mulgrew
Heather Dawn Neely
Karen O’Neill
Susan Hoffman Peacock
Mary Jane Perlick
Jan Rainy
Sonia Regenfuss
Cynthia Ross
Vicky Rowe
Jody Scott
Jill Shirley

Jeff Shirley
Gayle L Smith
Deirdre Spalding
Christine Stevens
Krystal Stronk
Erin Vallarino
Sandra Walker
Kimberly Hudson Watts
Wendy West
Clarissa Winslow
Alexa Wrench
Rhiannon Yard
Heather Young
Melinda Scharf

**if your name should be here and isn’t, we’re sorry! Please contact Amy Miller (slm5142@aol.com) for corrections**
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By Erin Vallarino

The Pomona chapter has an amazing group of competitors and at the end of each year we like to
recognize those competitors, volunteers and sportsman who spend so much time and energy during the
year. Below is a brief overview of the awards that are presented at the Pomona Chapter Awards Banquet
that will be held at the CoCo Palms Restaurant in Pomona on November 23rd at 5:00pm.

Champion and Reserve at each level for Intro through 4th for each AA,
Jr, and Open

Champion and Reserve for overall FEI one combined award for
AA/Open/Jr

Dressage Seat Equitation Champion and Reserve for each AA and Jr

Top Five Overall High Scores for Each Level for each AA, Open and Jr
Intro only AA and Jr

Perpetual Trophies

Charlotte Langlois Perpetual Trophy
Awarded to the highest scoring first level rider. Reserve prize to 2nd highest scoring first
level rider.

Datsa Toyota Perpetual Trophy
Awarded to the highest scoring training level rider. Reserve prize to 2nd highest scoring
training level rider.

Sherry Guess Junior/Young Rider Perpetual Trophy
Highest scoring Junior/Young Rider at any PO Ch recognized show, training level or
above. Reserve prize will be given to the 2nd highest scoring Junior/Young Rider at
training level or above.

Pomona Chapter Adult Amateur Award
Highest scoring AA at any PO Ch recognized show, training level or above. Reserve prize
will be given to the 2nd highest scoring AA at training level or above.

Rocking T Ranch Perpetual Trophy
Highest scoring introductory level AA and Junior at any PO Ch recognized show. Reserve
prize will be given to the 2nd highest scoring introductory level AA and Junior.

Pomona Chapter Year End Awards
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Year End Awards

Kingdom Video Sportsmanship Award

The Pomona Chapter strives to impress upon its membership the importance of
respecting fellow competitors and the sport of Dressage.  The purpose, therefore, of the
Kingdom Video Sportsmanship Award is to promote integrity and sportsmanship at our local
competition level.  The award is kindly donated by its namesake and sponsor, Kingdom
Video (Sally Swart), each year to one member who displays exemplary sportsmanship.
Nominations are solicited throughout the year and the selected member is honored and
announced at our year-end award banquet.

TK Year-End Youth Equitation Champion and Reserve Champion Awards

Awarded to the Pomona Chapter Junior/Young Rider member with the highest total
points earned in the Dressage Seat Equitation – Junior/Young Rider classes offered at any
Pomona Chapter recognized show

A reserve award will be given to the Pomona Chapter Junior/Young Rider JR/YR)
member with the second highest total points earned in the Dressage Seat Equitation – JR/YR
classes offered at any Pomona Chapter recognized show

Kismet Farms NA/WPN Year-End Award (sponsored by Anna Beal)
Awarded to the Pomona Chapter member with the highest scoring Dutch (registered

KWPN or KWPN-NA) horse at any Pomona Chapter recognized show
A reserve award will be given to the Pomona Chapter member with the second highest

scoring Dutch (registered KWPN or KWPN-NA) horse at any Pomona Chapter recognized
show

For more detailed explanation of the awards and how to be eligible for all of the Pomona
Chapters amazing year end awards check out the Pomona Chapter Standing Rules on the

website at www.cdspomonachapter.org
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Please Vote for Sportsmanship!!

The Kingdom Video Sportsmanship award is still open for
nominations!!!! If you know of someone who you have seen congratulating
others on their wins even if they haven’t won themselves, or simply helping out
someone they were not required to. Anyone who you believe displays
sportsmanship in any or all circumstances should be nominated for this award.
The dictionary defines sportsmanship as “Conduct and attitude considered as
befitting participants in sports, especially fair play, courtesy, striving spirit, and
grace in losing”  Send your nominations to Amy Miller at slm5142@aol.com .
Nominating will be open until October 10th. Thanks!!
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Community Board

Reliable Working Student needed for
Dressage Trainer in Norco. 
References requested.  951 354 0103

French Bulldog puppies due
September 28.  Ready for loving
homes in time for Christmas.  Please
contact Peggy Hosking 951 258 7178
or peggyhosking@sbcglobal.net or
www.azurefarms.net

3 year old Dutch Warmblood gelding by
Donatelli.  60 days under saddle, going
walk, trot and canter and trotting
ground poles.  Easy going, friendly,
brave.  Terrific manners.  Very suitable
for junior or amateur.  16.2 hh,
chestnut.  $11,500.  951 258 7178 or
peggyhosking@sbcglobal.net or
www.azurefarms.net

14 yr old Dutch Warm blood Gelding, 16.3 hands, dark bay. Just started
showing First level, mid 60 scores. No bad habits, Trailers, ties, clips, goes
out on trail, Loves to show. Great horse for Amateur junior or adult open
dressage and/or Hunters Under Saddle, has won many English and
Dressage Equitation classes. $8500.00 to good home only

Evenings (714) 532-2057
Email:mydogtara@sbcglobal.net

Dressage Spook Camp at Hidden River
Ranch in Corona. Three days of fun and
lots of Dressage! Please contact Susan
Hoffman Peacock at (909) 227-6404 for
more information or get the details at
www.dressagepeacock.com
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. Finishing Stronger
than we started

The year is winding down but the
chapter keeps gearing up. Look
inside for exciting member
accomplishments and upcoming
year end celebrations!

CDS-Pomona Chapter

1700 Grevelia St #C
South Pasadena, CA, 91030

Look inside for
updates on
championships,
yearend awards and
upcoming events.
Welcome to Free
Rein your
connection to
Pomona Chapter
events and
accomplishments.


